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Covid propels
Asia’s digital
growth
Opening session of Asiafruit Congress
ON homes in on digitisation of region�s
fruit business
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years now, and the company’s purchasing

today’s fresh produce supply chain.

manager, Una Wang, outlined its latest
moves to incorporate hi-tech solutions
into its business, both at consumer level
and further up the chain in terms of
transport and logistics.

The company’s innovative solution assigns
an independent digital identity to each
piece of fruit in a consignment. The digital
identity not only provides suppliers and
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on the Asia Fruit Logistica ON platform.
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said JD Fresh’s aim is to empower

supply chain data by simply scanning a
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traditional ‘mom-and-pop’ stores through
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“We’re trying to make the world more
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connected and close the loop between the

Magazine and its team of editors? Don't

farmer and the consumer,” Loh said.

miss out on even more in-depth analysis,

the use of digital technology, helping
alleviate challenges around procurement,
transportation and storage that these
stores often face.
The session’s focus then turned to
digitisation of the supply chain upstream.
In an interview with Fruitnet Media
International managing director Chris
White, Dimuto chief executive Gary Loh
explained how

plus all the latest news from the fresh
Earlier, Syngenta China’s head of

produce business. Subscribe now to

vegetable seeds, Zhou Qin, detailed how

Asiafruit Magazine.

her company has also been using digital
platforms as communication tools during
Covid-19. Through live stream events and
social media platforms such as TikTok, the
company
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